GVL Development Code

Following the adoption of GVL2040, Greenville’s new
comprehensive plan, the City has undertaken a project to
write a new development code that aligns with the plan
and addresses issues related to development across the
community. The new code will be written in 2022 and will
shape Greenville for years to come.
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Learn more

www.greenvillesc.gov/DevCode
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Development Code Preview

Planning and Code Writing Work Continues

During the spring and early summer, city staff and the consulting
team wrote a code preview document to explain key points of the
future code. The code preview was presented at City Council on July
11 and at the Code Connection session on July 13. The code preview
document is now available on the project website.

Drafts of the five Character Development plans are
being completed and will be shared later this summer.
The detailed code writing process continues, with a
full draft expected for public review in December.
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GVL2040: A New Vision for Growth and Development

Community Priorities
Drive Future Land Use
Decisions

PREVIEW

Three key consequences result
from this organization of
community priorities:
HERE

GVL2040, Greenville’s new comprehensive
plan, prioritizes affordable housing
opportunities, open space preservation,
alternative modes of transportation and
mobility, and preservation of residential
neighborhoods. During the GVL2040
planning process, the steering committee
and community considered multiple
scenarios for the city’s future that would
include progress on the stated priorities.

These choices narrow the options for the
city’s future development pattern. Meeting
neighborhood preservation and open space
goals means that approximately 70% of the
city’s area will not physically change, and
will not be eligible to receive any meaningful
increase in development. And the
remaining 30% of the city’s area will have to
accommodate the development necessary
to continue the trend of population growth,
the hoped-for increase in affordable
housing, and the increased density
required to support viable non-automobile
transportation options.

One scenario offered Greenville the choice
to slow its population growth and gradually
become the best city it could be with a
population not much different from its 2020
figure. But this scenario was rejected in favor

GVL2040 prioritizes producing
affordable housing opportunities,
preserving open space, improving
modes of transportation and mobility...

...while
continuing
to grow...

AFFORDABLE HOUSING OPEN SPACE AND THE
OPPORTUNITIES
ENVIRONMENT

GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT

...and while preserving
residential neighborhoods
and fostering economic
development across the City.

PRESERVE
NEIGHBORHOODS

TRANSPORTATION
AND MOBILITY
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of continued population and household
growth, and the inevitable development
that would come with it. The plan was
crafted and adopted on those assumptions.

A new way to grow for the
21st Century
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TRANSITIONS
CORRIDOR
Neighborhood to Node:
A Areas of mid-scale
NEIGHBORHOOD
housing will sit between
high-density node and
single-unit detached
residential blocks.

B

Neighborhood to
Corridor: Where feasible,
areas of mid-scale
housing will sit between
corridors and single-unit
detached residential
blocks. Where it is not
feasible, buffers and
screening between
properties will ease
transitions.

BUFFERS
C

Between
Corridor and
Neighborhood:
Landscaping
and screening
requirements will
provide a sense of
separation between
corridor properties
and lowerintensity residential
properties.
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STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT
The code will direct developers
and builders to a menu of Best
Management Practices in the
City’s Design and Specifications
Manual so the best solution can
be selected. Some examples are
included here.

D

Dry Well

E

Rain Garden

AFFORDABLE HOUSING INCENTIVES

OPEN SPACE INCENTIVES

Residential neighborhoods will not have locations suitable for
the large scale of development that often helps affordable
housing projects make financial sense.

Low-density residential neighborhoods, especially those
dominated by single-unit detached houses, include their
own form of open space, but it is completely privatized.
Greenville’s desires to leave neighborhoods largely
unchanged while increasing development citywide and
preserving significant open space means that roughly 50% of
the city’s area faces 100% of the pressure to meet the latter
two goals—a difficult and ultimately expensive undertaking.
Moving forward, low-density residential areas with their own
private open space will also be responsible for contributing
to the broader community goals, so any enlargement of any
existing structure, or any addition to existing neighborhoods
of any new structure will trigger a requirement to pay into an
open space fund.

There will be some neighborhood edge locations where
smaller projects of 8-12 units will be allowed, and these kinds
of projects may include a bonus system to get one or two
affordable units.
Accessory Dwelling Units will also be allowed, and these small
units may make contributions to housing affordability if they
house friends or relatives for free, or are rented at relatively
modest rates compared to the rest of the market.

DRAFT

This document is not a draft development code. All descriptions and illustrations are
examples only, and nothing is drawn to scale. Information and details included in this
document are subject to revision and refinement as the code writing process evolves.
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Node to Corridor:
Buildings will step
down in height.
Node to
Neighborhood:
Where feasible, areas
of mid-scale housing
will sit between highdensity node and
single-unit detached
residential blocks.
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D

Nodes will be urban places, similar
to but smaller than downtown
Greenville. Increased density
creates economic development
opportunities and supports transit
and other mobility options. The core
responsibilities for the code will be
to manage the way buildings are
situated; their mass and scale; their
relationship to the public areas along
the street; their stormwater impacts;
their contributions to affordable
housing and open space goals; and
the relationship of node parcels to
adjacent residential parcels.

TRANSITIONS

Code Connection Sessions
continue in August and September:

Wednesday, August 10 at 5 PM
Wednesday, September 14 at 5 PM

A

Applying
New Code
Tools in
Nodes
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Augusta Gateway District Character Development Plan

NODE
The predominate
residential district type
will be single-unit
detached, titled RH.
In some locations on
the edges of singleunit areas, or on sites
where it otherwise
makes sense, midscale housing districts,
titled RN and allowing
buildings of 2-12 units,
will exist. These midscale districts will help
to ease transitions to
higher-density mixeduse areas.

NODES

Mixed-Use zoning
districts, titled MX,
will guide and control
development, allowing
for heights between
three and nine stories,
and perhaps even
higher. Sub-variants of
the mixed-use district
will provide for different
maximum heights. For
example, MX-3 with
a maximum of three
stories or MX-7 with a
maximum of seven.

CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

NODE

E
allowance of Accessory Dwelling Units
in single-unit neighborhoods to provide
flexibility to homeowners and some limited
amount of additional housing opportunity.
D
Redevelopment of single-unit detached
houses will occur, but the code will manage
new construction so that the scale of new
houses is roughly similar to existing houses.
GVL 2040from
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Mid-scale housing development,
duplexes up to small apartment buildings
of 10-12 units will be allowed on the edges
of single-unit areas, especially where they can
help ease the transition to a node or corridor.

DISTRICTS

Augusta
Gateway
District

CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

DRAFT

Single-unit detached housing is the land use that covers
the single largest amount of area in the city and this will
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DISTRICTS

NOT
HERE

The Node-Corridor-Neighborhood
continue to be the case into the future. The preservation
framework
will
become
theresidential areas is a priority
of the
character
of these
in GVL2040,
as the city overall becomes
organizing
systemeven
for Greenville’s
more
urban. The new code anticipates the
new urban
future.
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GREENVILLE, SC

NODE

NODE
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An urban
development
pattern

This document is not a draft development code. All descriptions and illustrations are
examples only, and nothing is drawn to scale. Information and details included in this
document are subject to revision and refinement as the code writing process evolves.

How to Apply the Key Concepts

Buncombe
+ Stone
Gateway
District

NOT
HERE

NOT
HERE
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HERE

HERE

NODE

The desire to push a large
volume of new development
into aPART
finite
ofthe Key Concepts
3 number
How to Apply
targeted areas means they
will need to have an urban
development
pattern, as
opposed to
NEIGHBORHOODS
An urban
a suburban
development
pattern
development
pattern.
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NOT
HERE

McAlister
Square
District

CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Applying New Code Tools in
Residential Neighborhoods

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

This document is not a draft
development
code.
All
descriptions
8
GVL
2040 IN
ACTION:
Developmentand
Code Preview
illustrations are examples only, and
nothing is drawn to scale. Information
and details included in this document
are subject to revision and refinement as
the code writing process evolves.
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NOT
HERE

HERE
NOT
HERE

NODE

All this means
that Greenville
must make a
shift from a
suburban form
with a suburban
code to a city
to be shaped
by an urban
development
code.

DRAFT

HERE

With so much of Greenville
HERE
off the table
due to
preservation imperatives,
nearly all new development
and redevelopment will have
to occur in the city’s primary
corridors and, specifically,
major intersections which
GVL defined as nodes.
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BUFFERS
C

Between Node
Properties
and Mid-Scale
Residential
Properties:
Landscaping
and screening
requirements will
provide a sense
of separation
between highdensity node and
lower-intensity
residential.
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STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT
The code will direct developers
and builders to a menu of Best
Management Practices in the
City’s Design and Specifications
Manual so the best solution can
be selected. Some examples are
included here.

D

Green Roof

E

Small Area Tree Infiltrator

This document is not a draft development code. All descriptions and illustrations are
examples only, and nothing is drawn to scale. Information and details included in this
document are subject to revision and refinement as the code writing process evolves.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING INCENTIVES

OPEN SPACE INCENTIVES

As long as the market is strong, developers will seek as
much height as they can get in order to maximize the
amount of square footage built. The MX districts will allow
for additional stories if affordable housing is included on
the site OR if a payment is made into an affordable housing
fund.

Similarly, MX districts will allow for additional stories if public
open space is included on the site OR if a payment calibrated
to the impacts of the development is made into an open space
fund. Due to the intensity of the development on a given parcel
in a node, on-site open space may be hard to achieve and thus
a payment is the more likely outcome. The fund may be used
to acquire open space elsewhere, build a multi-use path, or to
fund additional recreation amenities.
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Learn more about the
development code,
view video recordings
of the Code
Connection Sessions
and subscribe for
updates on the
project webpage.

www.greenvillesc.gov/devcode

